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Semantic Data and Ontologies
RDF data and OWL ontologies are widely available in
§ enterprises
§ research labs
§ governmental institutions
Examples
§ Media: BBC
§ Geographic: Ordnance Survey
§ Governmental: Statistics.Data.gov.uk
§ Industry: Siemens, Statoil, Aibel
§ Knowledge Graphs: Google, DBpedia
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How to Access Semantic Data?
SPARQL Queries
§ Not for End Users
§ Like programming language: takes time to learn
§ Error prone
§ Complex error messages
SELECT ?z
WHERE
{?x rdf:type “president”@en;
?x has_child ?z;
{{?z is_graduated_from wiki:Harvard;}
UNION
{?z is_graduated_from wiki:Stanford;}

Virtuoso 37000 Error SP030:
SPARQL compiler, line 4: syntax error
at ’.’ before ’}’
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Many Tools are Available to Access Sem Data
ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Query formulation tools
§ Expressiveness
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§ complex SPARQL queries
ßà exploration
FIGURE 4.8: Freebase Parallax.

§ Control
§ precise
ßà ambiguous

Fig. 3. Facet search on type vra:Work, but with a still active constraint on ulan:Person
(birthplace Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur). Also note the timeline in the bottom, visualizing multiple time-related facets. Images courtesy of Mark Harden, used with permission.

Element name
Class node

Is-a link
Attribute node and link
Role link

Graphical
Semantics
Semantics
of building
property (for paintings
thatofdepict Arles),
the birth
and death place
vra:subject

ofRepresentation
Persons, etc. As a result,
this search
box canblocks
be usedoftoquery
find the
right facet,
ontology
elements
graphs
but also to disambiguate keywords that have diﬀerent meanings or are used in
C
C(x)
diﬀerent ways.
A final problem can be that the user does not know the type to select to start
with. This is addressed by adding also a keyword searchC(x),
box toD(x)
the type facet, as
shown in (a) in Figure 2. This searches over all literal properties of all instances
and highlights matching instances
and
their
types
in
the
context
of
their
location
CvD
in the class hierarchy.
4.3

(A) v C

C(x), A(x, y)

9P v C

C(x), R(x, y), D(y)

>d
Specifying Queries⇢(A)
over v
Multiple
Resource Types

We strive to support selection
facets
9P of v
D from resources with diﬀerent types in
a transparent way, without further complicating the interface. In the

Table 1: Name and graphical representation of ontology elements and of building blocks of query graphs in W ONDER.

§ Usability
§ IT specialists
ßà end-user

Op#queVQS*

offers “set-based browsing” that extends faceted search to shift views between related sets of entities,
a semantic web approach similar to Endeca’s “record relationship navigation” [72].
Figure 4.8 illustrates the Parallax interface as applied to Freebase, specifically to an exploration
of US presidents. As the user views a set of results, Parallax not only provides filters based on facets
associated with those results but also uses other relations in the ontology to provide connections
(see the upper right) to related sets that have their own facets. Thus, a user can filter to presidents of
a particular party, shift views to their parents, and then view their professions, nationalities, and so
forth. Like mSpace, Parallax pays particular attention to visual design and user interface details.
Strictly speaking, Parallax is not a faceted search system but a semantic web (or set-based)
browser. Because it supports a more general ontology, Parallax allows for the richer set of relationships discussed in Section 1.3. This power, however, comes at a price: as we discuss in Section 6.6,
implementing this generalization of faceted search raises challenges, both for computation and usability. Nonetheless, Parallax is a significant step toward making the semantic web explorable, using
NL*query*interface*
many of the same techniques that have
made faceted search successful.

4.7

Ontology Browser

TAKE-AWAYS

To facilitate the process of query formulation, and to
Faceted
search specification,
has been an active area of academic research for about a decade.
provide users with a starting• point
for query
• The an
early
work on dynamic
the NITELIGHT editor includes
Ontology
Browserqueries, query previews, and view-based search showed the
component (see Figure 13). The
firstforcolumn
of the
potential
faceted navigation.
Figure 4: Query to retrieve the genes of Neisseria spp. that have a GC3 content > 80 or are predicted to be horizontally transferred.
Ontology
Browser
is
a
persistent
list
of
currently
loaded
The textual version of the graphically constructed query (on the right) is generated automatically by the W ONDER system.
ontologies (the Source Ontologies Column). New
WONDER system ontologies can be loaded into the browser, and the selection
Query Execution. When the query in the query pane has been
of one of the loaded ontologies will result in the
executed, the results can be retrieved either in browse mode or in
batch mode. In browse mode, the answer tuples can be viewed on
enumeration of top-level classes (root classes) in the second
web pages, each containing a predefined number of tuples, which
column of the Ontology Browser.
is useful when the number of answers is low. In batch mode, the
DIG-OBDA
+ extensions
(HTTP/XML)

Server Side

Server
DB

AJAX

Data Layer

DIG-QuOnto
Server

JDBC

RDBMS

Client Side

§ Adaption
§ Google
ßà
research prototypes

entire set of answer tuples can be downloaded as a CSV file.

Figure 5: The architecture of the W ONDER system.

4.2 WONDER Implementation
In this section, we first introduce the high-level architecture of
the W ONDER system and then outline the implementation of the
query environment.

Query

Architecture. The W ONDER system extends the OBDA architecture presented in Fig. 1 by using as client a web application that provides a visual query environment exploiting the services provided
by DIG-Q U O NTO (see Fig. 5). The web application is divided into
Figure
11. Query
Editor
Prototype
Interface
two main parts:
the server-side
and the
client-side, which
communicate with each other using AJAX. This technology allows to
asynchronously transfer data from the server to the client. W ON Design
DER usesCanvas
an additional database for storing meta-information, such
as registered users and their saved queries.
The W ONDER server is a semantic-aware application written using the Java EE framework, which is responsible for providing
interaction with DIG-Q U O NTO and access to the metadata. It is
semantic-aware in the sense that it holds the ontology (OWL file)

and the set of semantic mappings (OBDA file) required by OBDA.
These files are used at query execution time for accessing the query
answering service provided by DIG-Q U O NTO. The communication between the server and DIG-Q U O NTO is made over HTTP by
using the DIG protocol. The query answering service returns the
result set computed from the execution of the translated query over
the relational database. The results are stored in a CSV file that
logged users can download. During this process, the first hundred
tuples are sent back to the client, which is in charge of presenting
them. The advantage of this feature is to reduce latency of transferring data over the Internet.

Graphical query
builders

The fundamental property of the tool is then proved by means of a simple induction.

Exploration

Theorem 1. The query obtained from an initial satisfiable atomic query through a finite
The Query Design Canvas (see Figure 12) is the centerpiece
Figure
13. Ontology
Browser
sequence
of applications of the operations addComp, addRel, substitute, weaken and delete
Querythe
Environment. The client-side is responsible
for providing
for user interaction and query construction in
the graphical representation of the ontology and a visual query enNITELIGHT tool. It provides a canvas for the graphical
satisfiable.
vironment for creating
the queries.
The
Ontology Browser consistsisof
a series of columns that
rendering of SPARQL queries using vSPARQL constructs.
display the classes and subclasses of an ontology with more
It also includes a number of user interaction features that
abstract classes situated to the left. The column
allow users to create and refine semantic queries.
The
user interface
immediately to the right of the4Source
Ontologies
Column

is always populated with the root classes of the currently
selected ontology. Selecting In
a this
class section
from this
we column
describe the basic elements of the concrete UI Quelo, based on natural
causes an adjacent column to appear
to thegeneration.
right of the root
language
In the UI, the query is represented as a continuous string of natural
Visualiza#on*widgets*
classes column. This new column contains the subclasses of
language
text, of
composed
the currently selected root class.
The pattern
subclass of a sequence of coherent text constituents called spans. Each of
theuser
tagsprogressively
occurring in
the query is associated with a span by means of an injective mapping.
enumeration is repeated as the
selects
As for each edge there is one and only one corresponding edge tag, if a span is associated
classes from the right-most column.

§ Domain of use
§ Oil&Gas ßà Web

with the
tag to
of information
an edge we simply say that the span is associated with that edge.
The Ontology Browser also provides
access
sentence
about the properties associated withThe
eachEnglish
class. In this
case, representing the query in the UI is generated by the NLG subsystem,
will
be described in the next section. Here is an example of the textual renthe user can expand a class node
in the which
Ontology
Browser
to view a list of properties associated
the class.
deringwith
of the
query in natural language as displayed by the UI:

Natural
language
interfaces

Figure 12. Query Design Canvas

Triples are drawn as two polygon nodes joined with a single
link. To allow for more complex queries, the polygon nodes
can be moved around the canvas freely, and the canvas
itself can be zoomed and panned to view the entire query at
different levels of visuo-spatial resolution.
Both the nodes and links are selectable objects that can be
edited using either the Quick Toolbar or a context menu.
Both the Quick Toolbar and the context menu allow users
to define filtering, ordering and grouping information for
the selected object. The support for defining filter
expressions is currently limited, consisting of a simple text
entry form. Our future development plans aim to provide
better support for filter expression definition, perhaps using
a wizard-like utility.
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The Ontology Browser enables a user to drag and drop
classes and properties onto the Query Design Canvas. A
new node can be created by dragging a class item from the
Ontology Browser onto the canvas. A new link can be
created by dragging a property from the Ontology Browser
and attaching it to a node on the canvas.
SPARQL Syntax Viewer

4.1 Hovering

The SPARQL Syntax Viewer component provides a textbased view of the query thatInisgraphical
dynamically
updated
to terminology, the user hovers on a graphic element whenever the
user
interfaces
reflect any changes made using
the Query
Design
Canvas.
mouse
cursor
moves
from some point outside the element to some point inside the element.
At the present time, the SPARQL Syntax Viewer is readIn
normal
conditions,
as
the user hovers on the query, the system gives visual hints about its
only, i.e. the user cannot edit the SPARQL syntax directly;
structure:
they must implement any changes
to the query via the
Query Design Canvas. Future work could explore the
– hovering
on the
span associated with a tag of some node n causes the span to become
possibility of bi-directional translation
capabilities
in which
the user would be permitted to lightly
modify highlighted,
the graphicalalong with all the spans associated with the tags occurring in the
subquery
representation of a SPARQL querycomplete
by interacting
directlyrooted in n;
with the SPARQL Syntax Viewer.
This would
of associated with the tag of some edge e causes that span and all the
– hovering
on thebespan

Faceted Search
Query formulation paradigm
for naïve users
A facet = query constructor
§ Name
§ Set of values
Facets in action
§ Choose a value
§ Restrict search result
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Faceted Search: De Facto Web Query Standard
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Classical Faceted Search: Data Model
Data
§ Set of docs
§ Annotated with strings

n
citize

of

USA

type
President

Example
§ documents:

No

§ politician

§ annotations:
§ type:
– President,
Revolutionary
§ citizen of
– RUS, US
§ has child
– Yes, No

citize

n of

Russia

type
President
Yes
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Classical Faceted Search: Search Process
Query:
Find US
presidents
who got children

President
Revolutionary

type

n
citize

of

Russia
USA

Yes
No

Search
§ filters
§ via annotations

§ search result
§ documents
§ a subset of the
original doc. set

Search

politician
type
President
Revolutionary
has child
Yes

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

No
citizen of
Russia
USA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Movement, as well as his "cowboy" persona and robust
masculinity…
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_W._Bush
George Walker Bush (born July 6, 1946) is an
American politician who was the 43rd President of the
United States from 2001 to 2009 and 46th Governor of
Texas from 1995 to 2000. The eldest son of Barbara
and George H. W. Bush, he was born in New Haven,
Connecticut. After graduating from Yale University in …
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Faceted Search over RDF: Data Model
Data
§ Graph
§ Documents (URIs)
§ of different kind
§ annotated with
– strings
– other URIs

Example
§ documents:
§
§
§
§

Politician
Countries
Children
Universities

n
citize

of

type
President

read
about

n
citize

type
President

graduated from

§ annotations:
§ Type: President, Revolutionary

9

of

Faceted Search over RDF: Search Process
citizen of

type

President
Revolutionary

graduated from

Search
type § filters

Search

politician

President
Revolutionary
has child

type

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kermit_Roosevelt
Kermit Roosevelt MC (October 10, 1889 – June 4,
politician
1943) was a son of
U.S. President Theodore
Roosevelt. He was an explorer on two continents
with his father, a graduate
of Harvard University, a
type
soldier serving in two world wars, with both the
President
English and American Armies, a businessman ...

§ annotations
§ documents

President

has child
ANY

§ search result
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chelsea_Clinton
Stanford Uni.
Chelsea Victoria Clinton (born February 27, 1980) is
§ user-chosen
Harvard
the only child of former U.S. President Bill Clinton
and former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Yale
subset of
items
Clinton.
She is a special correspondent for NBC
St. Petersburg Uni
grad from

grad from

has child

Stanford Uni.

ANY

Harvard

grad from

Yale
St. Petersburg Uni

Stanford Uni.

Harvard

citizen of
Russia
USA

Search

Revolutionary

Revolutionary

ANY

Search

politician

News, and works withYale
the Clinton Foundation and
Clinton Global Initiative...
St. Petersburg Uni

Refocused Nested
citizen of
Faceted
Interface

citizen of
Russia
USA

Russia
USA
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

Find US presidents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
who got children
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
that grad from
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Stanford
or Harvard
Movement,
as well as his "cowboy"
persona and robust
masculinity…

Nested
Faceted Interface

Existing Semantic Faceted Search Solutions
ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Systems
§ Parallax
§ /facet
§ BroweRDF
§ F-Search
in Information
Workbench
§ mSpace
§ Tabulator
§ Humboldt
§ GoPubMed
§ gFacet
§ …
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FIGURE 4.8: Freebase Parallax.

offers “set-based browsing” that extends faceted search to shift views between related sets of entities,
a semantic web approach similar to Endeca’s “record relationship navigation” [72].
Figure 4.8 illustrates the Parallax interface as applied to Freebase, specifically to an exploration
of US presidents. As the user views a set of results, Parallax not only provides filters based on facets
Fig. 3. Facet search on type vra:Work, but with a still active constraint on ulan:Person
associated with
thoseProvence-Alpes-Côte
results but also uses
other
in the in
ontology
to visuprovide connections
(birthplace
d’Azur).
Alsorelations
note the timeline
the bottom,
alizing
multiple
time-related
facets.
Images
courtesy
of
Mark
Harden,
used
with
per- to presidents of
(see the upper right) to related sets that have their own facets. Thus, a user can filter
mission.
a particular party, shift views to their parents, and then view their professions, nationalities, and so
1:
browsing
prototype
forth. Like vra:subject
mSpace, Parallax
pays
attention
toFig.
visual
design
and
userplace
interface
details.
property
(for particular
paintings that
depict Arles),
theFaceted
birth and
death
of Persons,
etc.Parallax
As a result,
thisasearch
boxsearch
can besystem
used to but
find athe
right facet,
Strictly
speaking,
is
not
faceted
semantic
web
(or
set-based)
thatkeywords
three people
have
been meanings
found conforming
but also to disambiguate
that have
diﬀerent
or are used to
in that constraint. These people
browser. Because
it ways.
supports a are
more
general
allows
richer set of
relationshown
(weontology,
see onlyParallax
the first),
withfor
allthe
information
known
about them (their
diﬀerent
A in
final
problem1.3.
canalias,
be that
the user
does notcomes
know
to select
start
their
nationality,
theirthe
forth).
The user
could now apply
ships discussed
Section
This
power,
however,
ateye-color,
atype
price:
asand
wetoso
discuss
in Section
6.6,
with. This is addressed
by adding also
a keywordby
search
box to the
type facet,
as(such as citizenship) to see only
additional
constraints,
selecting
another
facet
implementing
this generalization of faceted search raises challenges, both for computation and usshown in (a) in Figure 2. This searches over all literal properties of all instances
the fugitives
that weigh 150 pounds and speak French.
11 andstep
and highlights
matching
instances
their
types in
the context
of their location
ability. Nonetheless,
Parallax
is a significant
toward
making
the semantic
web explorable, using

Were We Happy Existing Solutions?
Existing solutions (we aware of) are RDF data driven
§ they (essentially) ignore ontological axioms
§ they ignore complex (OWL 2) data statements

Theoretical underpinnings
§ have received very little attention
§ What fragments of SPARQL
can be naturally captured?
§ What is the complexity
of answering such queries?

politician
type
President
Revolutionary
has child
ANY

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

grad from
Stanford Uni.
Harvard

§ when data is enhanced with
ontologies in OWL 2 profiles

Yale
St. Petersburg Uni
citizen of
Russia

§ How can we formally capture

interactive interface update?

Search

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Movement, as well as his "cowboy" persona and robust
masculinity…

USA

Faceted Q.
Interface
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Query Answers

Our Contributions
Formalise faceted interfaces tailored towards RDF and OWL
§ Capture key functionalities in implemented systems
§ Abstract from GUI-specific considerations
Study of expressive power and complexity of faceted queries
§ Identify a fragment of FO sufficient to capture such queries
§ Study complexity of query evaluation wrt ontologies in the OWL 2 profiles
Study interface generation and update
§ Lift existing approaches RDF à OWL 2
§ Propose generic algorithms

politician
type
President
Revolutionary
has child
ANY

Develop SemFacet system
§ Allows to generate faceted
search interfaces over RDF and OWL 2
§ Scales to millions of triples
13

Search
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

grad from
Stanford Uni.
Harvard
Yale
St. Petersburg Uni
citizen of
Russia
USA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Movement, as well as his "cowboy" persona and robust
masculinity…

Facet: Formally
Facets:

What is Facet?
§ an elementary building block of
faceted interfaces
§ it says what can be selected

F1 = (type, _{Pres, Revol})

F2 = (haschild, _{any, dkr , dcc , dbb , dep })
F3 = (gradFrom, _{dhu , dsu , dyu , dspu })

Facet consists of three components
§ Property
§ Logical OR or AND
politician
§ Set of values,
§ e.g., classes,
objects, strings

F4 = (citizenOf, _{dru , dus })

type
President
Revolutionary
has child

type

ANY

Search
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

grad from

President

Stanford Uni.

Revolutionary

Harvard
Yale
St. Petersburg Uni
citizen of
Russia
USA
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Movement, as well as his "cowboy" persona and robust
masculinity…

that J(F, ;), v, xw K = >(v), indica
posed by F if no facet value is select
interpreted as the conjunction (disjun
same variable. BFIs having as facet n
The Notion of Faceted Interface
in either an atom whose second arg
We next move on to the definition of a faceted interface, which
fied (if any is selected), or in a conju
Facets:
Faceted
Interface
odes both a query (whose answers determine the search results)
atoms having a variable as second arg
§ Basic
Interface
the choices
of facetFaceted
values available
for further refinement.
F1 = (type, _{Pres,
constant Revol})
or belong to a unary predica
with_{any,
2 {^,
_}
is interpreted
in th
§ Facet + Set of selected values
F
=
(haschild,
d
,
d
,
d
,
d
})
2
kr
cc
bb
ep
D EFINITION 4. A basic faceted interface (BFI) is a pair (F, ⌃),
the conjunction (disjunction) of the q
§ General Faceted Interface:
h F a facet and ⌃ ✓ F |2 the set of selected values. The
F3set=of(gradFrom,
, dsu ,path
dyui, d
}) that
husome
spu
more,_{d
if for
we
have
§
Bool.
combination
of
nested
BIs
ted interfaces (or interfaces, for short) is given by the following
cating
thatruno
value
F4 = (citizenOf,
_{d
, dus
}) from the facets
According
to⌃)
a grammar
mmar, where I0§ and
I1 = (F,
are BFIs and F |1 2 BP:
then pathi is ignored. Finally, nesting
from the parent BFI to the nested sub
I ::= path | (path ^ path) | (path _ path),

any specific child. The intuition behind F3 , F4 , and F5 is siminote, however, that facet F4 is conjunctive.

Faceted interface: Formally

path ::= I0 | (I1 /I).

politician

Nested Faceted Interface:
typethe BFI
A BFI encodes
user choices for a specific facet, e.g.,
President
, {USpres})(F
selects
the documents categorised as Revolutionary
US presidents.
1 , {Pres})
s are put together
in paths: sequences of nested facets that cap^
child
navigation (F
between
sets of, {d
documents.
Documentshasare
anno,
{any})/(F
,
d
})
ANY
2
3
su hu
d with other documents by means of binary relations grad
(e.g.,
child
from
^

(F4 , {dus })

Stanford Uni.
Harvard
Yale
St. Petersburg Uni
citizen of
Russia
USA
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E XAMPLE 7. Our Search
example interf
positive existential query Qex (x):
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
1
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American
politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
2
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

USpres(x) ^ 9y

grad(x, y1 )

_ 9y

grad

^ 9z child(x, z) ^ grad(z, w)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Movement, as well as his "cowboy" persona and robust
masculinity…

Faceted interface with Refocusing
How we formalized refocusing
§ Essentially:
special value with
special treatment

Facet with focus:

F2 = (haschild, _{any, dkr , dcc , dbb , dep })

F5 = (haschild, _{focus, dkr , dcc , dbb , dep })

politician

Nested Faceted Interface:
(F1 , {Pres})
^

, dhu
(F5(F, {focus})/(F
, {d
, d})
2 , {any})/(F3 ,3{d
susu
hu })
^

(F4 , {dus })

type
President
Revolutionary
has child
ANY

Search
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kermit_Roosevelt
Kermit Roosevelt MC (October 10, 1889 – June 4,
1943) was a son of U.S. President Theodore
Roosevelt. He was an explorer on two continents
with his father, a graduate of Harvard University, a
soldier serving in two world wars, with both the
English and American Armies, a businessman ...

grad from
Stanford Uni.
Harvard
Yale
St. Petersburg Uni
citizen of
Russia
USA
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chelsea_Clinton
Chelsea Victoria Clinton (born February 27, 1980) is
the only child of former U.S. President Bill Clinton
and former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton. She is a special correspondent for NBC
News, and works with the Clinton Foundation and
Clinton Global Initiative...

Turning Nested Faceted Interfaces into Queries
Search

politician
type

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
William Jefferson "Bill" Clinton (born William Jefferson
Blythe III; August 19, 1946) is an American politician
who served as the 42nd President of the United States
from 1993 to 2001. Inaugurated at age 46, he was the
third-youngest president. He took office at the end of
the Cold War, and was the first president of the baby
boomer generation...

President
Revolutionary
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Roosevelt
Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt was the 26th President of
the United States (1901–1909). He is noted for his
exuberant personality, range of interests and
achievements, and his leadership of the Progressive
Movement, as well as his "cowboy" persona and robust
masculinity…
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Pres(x)
^ (9y(hasChild(x, y)

^ (9z1 (gradFrom(y, z1 ) ^ z1 = dsu ) _
9z2 (gradFrom(y, z2 ) ^ z2 = dhu ))

^ (9w(citizeOf(x, w) ^ w = dus ))
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Faceted Queries
Faceted queries are FO formulas of restricted shape
§ Positive existential formulas
§ Monadic
§ Variables form a directed tree rooted at the free variable
§ Every two formulae disjunctively connected share one variable
Dependency Tree
for Variables
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^ (9z1 (gradFrom(y, z1 ) ^ z1 = dsu ) _

y

9z2 (gradFrom(y, z2 ) ^ z2 = dhu ))

w

^ (9w(citizeOf(x, w) ^ w = dus ))

z1
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z2

Faceted query answering
Over RDF datasets
§ Tractable
§ Tree shaped queries with restricted disjunction
§ Bottom up evaluation
§ as opposed to NP-Hard for unrestricted positive existential queries
Over RDF datasets enhanced with OWL ontologies
Compute data
Hardness:
§ Complexity depends on
closure,
known
answer w/o
ontology

§ OWL 2 Profile
§ Semantics

Membership
RL: 3vars

From
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Semantics

RL
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QL

Active Domain

P-complete

P-complete

in P

Classical

P-complete
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(guarded EL)

NP-complete

Similar
techniques as
in [1-2]

[1] G. Stefanoni, B. Motik, Answering Conjunctive Queries over EL Knowl- edge Bases with Transitive
and Reflexive Roles, of AAAI, 2015.
[2] M. Kroetzsch, S. Rudolph, P. Hitzler, ELP: Tractable Rules for OWL 2, in: ISWC, 2008
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Navigation Graph
Legend:
§ Explicit data
§ Implicit data
§ Axioms
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Facet graph: our main “data structure” for interface gen. & update:
§ Nodes are possible facet values (unary predicates and constants)
§ Edges are possible facet names (binary predicates or type)
§ Every edge must be justified by
§ An entailed fact
§ an entailed axiom
– projection of axioms on a graph
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Our generation and update algorithms are
§ “guided” by
§ data
§ ontology

§ justified by entailments
§ each facet & value in initial interface
§ each interface update is justified by entailments
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Ontology

§ justified by entailments
§ each facet & value in initial interface
§ each interface update is justified by entailments
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Integration of
§ Keyword search and
§ faceted search over RDF & OWL 2
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Main features
§ Automatic generation of faceted interfaces
§ In memory
§ Online and offline reasoning
§ Efficient on millions of triples
§ Backend:
RDFOX, PAGOdA, Hermit, Sesame
Flexible configuration
§ Interchangeable triple stores
§ Configurable answers (snippets)
§ Support of Or and And facets
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Foundations
§ Formalization of Semantic Faceted Search
§ Complexity of query answering
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Projection of ontologies on graphs
§ Allows to incorporate ontologies into faceted search
§ Better faceted interfaces: generate more facets / prune irrelevant facets
Russia
USA

Scalable algorithms to
§ Generate and update facets from data and ontologies
§ Evaluate faceted queries over semantic data
System implementation
§ SemFacet System
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